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NEW QUESTION: 1
Acme Company has been receiving complaints from its suppliers saying that its extra net site
does not render correctly in all their employees' browsers. The suppliers are asking that the
extra net site be fixed so that everyone can access it, regardless of browser type. When
examining this problem, the Acme Web Development team finds that many developers worked
on the site and each used code that he or she was comfortable with. To resolve this problem,
what can the Acme developers do?
A. Edit the code so that it follows a single W3C scripting language standard.
B. Edit the code in several common browsers before publishing.
C. Edit the code so that it conforms to a single W3C HTML standard.
D. Edit the code so that it consistently uses uppercase letters.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
FILL BLANK
Please specify the top directory containing the configuration files for the CUPS printing system.
(Specify the full path to the directory.)
Answer:
Explanation:
/etc/cups -or- /etc/cups/
Section: Essential System Services

NEW QUESTION: 3

A. HFD(config)# ip route 10.5.4.6 0.0.0.255 10.5.6.0
B. HFD(config)# ip route 10.5.6.0 255.255.255.0 10.5.4.6
C. HFD(config)# ip route 10.5.6.0 255.255.255.0 fa0/0
D. HFD(config)# ip route 10.5.6.0 0.0.0.255 fa0/0
E. HFD(config)# ip route 10.5.6.0 0.0.0.255 10.5.4.6
F. HFD(config)# ip route 10.5.4.6 255.255.255.0 10.5.6.0

Answer: B,C
Explanation:
The simple syntax of static route:
ip route destination-network-address subnet-mask {next-hop-IP-address | exit-interface}
+
destination-network-address: destination network address of the remote network
+
subnet mask: subnet mask of the destination network
+
next-hop-IP-address: the IP address of the receiving interface on the next-hop router
+
exit-interface: the local interface of this router where the packets will go out In the statement
"ip route 10.5.6.0 255.255.255.0 fa0/0:
+
10.5.6.0 255.255.255.0: the destination network +fa0/0: the exit-interface

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are the purchasing manager for a company. You enter into a consignment agreement with
a vendor.
Raw material R0001 is managed under the consignment agreement with the vendor.
You need to replenish raw material R0001 for consumption and update ownership.
Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions
from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
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